Abstract-We integrate a wireless powered communication network with a cooperative cognitive radio network, where multiple secondary users (SUs) powered wirelessly by a hybrid access point (HAP) help a primary user relay the data. As a reward for the cooperation, the secondary network gains the spectrum access where SUs transmit to HAP using time division multiple access. To maximize the sum throughput of SUs, we present a secondary sum-throughput optimal resource allocation (STORA) scheme. Under the constraint of meeting target primary rate, the STORA scheme chooses the optimal set of relaying SUs and jointly performs the time and energy allocation for SUs. In particular, by exploiting the structure of the optimal solution, we find the order in which SUs are prioritized to relay primary data. Since the STORA scheme focuses on the sum throughput, it becomes inconsiderate toward individual SU throughput, resulting in low fairness. To enhance fairness, we investigate three resource allocation schemes, which are: 1) equal time allocation; 2) minimum throughput maximization; and 3) proportional time allocation. Simulation results reveal the tradeoff between sum throughput and fairness. The minimum throughput maximization scheme is the fairest one as each SU gets the same throughput, but yields the least SU sum throughput.
is the backbone of WPCN, where a hybrid access point (HAP) 1 broadcasts energy to devices via RF signals. The devices use the harvested energy to transmit their data back to HAP.
The WPCN offers multiple advantages over harvesting energy from ambient RF signals that are not intended for energy transfer, such as co-channel interference. First, the energy broadcast by HAP is controllable in terms of system design (e.g., number of antennas), waveform design, and transmit power level. This allows HAP to supply stable and continuous energy to wireless devices [4] , [5] . Contrary, ambient RF signals are not controllable as other RF sources may not be always transmitting. The second advantage is the flexibility in deployment of HAP [6] , [7] . That is, HAP can be placed at a convenient location to reduce losses in energy transfer due to path-loss and shadowing.
Currently, using dedicated energy broadcast, it is possible to transfer energy in order of microwatts over a distance of 10 meters [8] , which is sufficient for several low-power wireless nodes [9] such as medical implants, wireless sensors, and RFID. With the recent technological advancements like low-power electronics [9] , massive MIMO (tens to hundreds of antennas) providing sharp energy beams towards users to improve energy transfer efficiency [10] , and small-cell deployment reducing inter-nodal distances [11] , WPCN seems to have the potential to meet the energy requirements of wireless devices with stringent QoS demands.
The WPCN has received attention in different setups [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In [2] , [13] , and [15] , the proposed harvest-and-transmit policy maximizes the sum-throughput in WPCN, where multiple users harvest energy from the energy broadcast by HAP and use the harvested energy to transmit the information to HAP in a time division multiple access (TDMA) manner. The works in [6] and [12] study WPCN in a random-access-network and cellular network, respectively. Reference [14] examines a new type of WPCN, where wireless charging vehicles furnish wireless power to mobile nodes. The works in [16] and [17] manifest the user cooperation in WPCN, where the user nearer to HAP relays the data of the distant user to maximize the weighted sum-rate. Authors in [18] calculate the achievable throughput of a cooperative relay-assisted communication, where a power beacon wirelessly powers the source and the relay. 1 The term hybrid comes from the fact that HAP can act as an energy access point (EAP) and a data access point (DAP) [5] . However, EAP and DAP may be located separately.
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Given the dramatic increase in different wireless applications in the limited spectrum, WPCN will have to coexist and share the spectrum with other established communication networks. Thus, WPCN, if made cognitive [19] , can efficiently share the spectrum with an existing network without degrading the latter's QoS. One such way is the cooperation between WPCN and the existing communication network. For example, in a typical cognitive radio network, the cooperation between primary users (PUs) and secondary users (SUs) improves the spectral efficiency of the network [19] . In such cooperative cognitive radio network (CCRN), SUs relay PU data to gain the spectrum access for their own transmissions as a reward. This cooperation enhances PU's QoS resulting in reduced PU transmission time, which provides SUs an opportunity to transmit their own data in the remaining time. Also, consider a case when the primary direct link is in deep fade and PU fails to meet its target rate. Then, the data cooperation from SUs provides user diversity, which improves the chances of meeting the target primary rate. For these reasons, the cooperation is a win-win strategy for both PU and SUs. Now, acting as a secondary network, WPCN can assist the existing network (primary network) to relay its data and achieve spectrum access as a reward without requiring extra spectrum.
A number of works have studied CCRN in a non-energy harvesting setup [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . For multiuser CCRN, the work in [29] proposes the best SU selection for relaying to maximize the SU sum-throughput. But, in an energy harvesting scenario, the energy factor becomes crucial, and even the best SU to relay PU data may fail to meet the primary rate constraint due to insufficient energy. This energy constraint may often lead to the selection of multiple SUs for relaying. As to wireless energy harvesting in CCRN, in [30] [31] [32] [33] , an SU harvests RF energy from a PU's transmission which it uses to relay PU data and transmit its own data. In [34] , under the savethen-transmit protocol, authors develop an optimal cooperation strategy for an SU that harvests energy from ambient radio signals. In [35] , PU supplies energy to an SU to facilitate the data cooperation between PU and SU. But, the works in [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] consider a single-SU CCRN and assume that an SU harvests energy from either PU transmissions or ambient radio signals.
A recent work [36] investigates a cognitive wireless powered network, where it assumes non-causal knowledge of PU data. Contrary, we consider that SUs have to spend some time to receive and decode PU data before relaying. Also, [36] considers that a conventionally powered HAP from the secondary network (not energy harvesting SUs) transmits PU data; while in our proposed protocol, since multiple energy harvesting SUs may relay PU data, we provide the optimal SU selection strategy to decide which SUs will relay PU data, which is one of our main contributions. These fundamental differences in the system model lead to an entirely different problem formulation than the one in [36] . Moreover, we address the fairness issue for the wireless powered CCRN.
A. Contributions
As Fig. 1 shows, we integrate WPCN with CCRN to develop wireless powered CCRN (WP-CCRN) and seize the benefits of WPCN and CCRN together. In WP-CCRN, multiple SUs of the secondary network harvest energy from the RF broadcast by HAP, while the primary network shares its spectrum with the secondary network if the cooperation from the latter can meet its target rate. We now briefly discuss the contributions and main results of the paper below.
1) Cooperation Protocol: We propose a cooperation protocol to facilitate the spectrum sharing between a PU pair and multiple wireless powered SUs. The cooperation protocol will allow SUs to harvest energy, receive PU data, relay PU data, and transmit their own data. 2) Optimal Solution: For the proposed protocol, we present an SU sum-throughput optimal resource allocation (STORA) scheme that maximizes SU sumthroughput under primary rate constraint. The STORA scheme chooses the optimal set of relaying SUs from the set of SUs that could decode PU data successfully. The original optimization problem is non-convex due to the unknown set of SUs that can successfully decode PU data and the product of optimization variables. But, for a fixed decoding set and with change of variables, the problem reduces to a convex problem. Then, we provide an iterative algorithm to obtain the global optimal solution of the original non-convex problem. 3) Resource Allocation: Based on the analysis of the optimal solution, we answer the following three questions related to the allocation of aforementioned resources: (i) Which SUs will relay PU data?
(ii) At the relaying SUs, how to split the harvested energy between PU data relaying and own transmissions? (iii) How to divide the rewarded access time among SUs? Interestingly, the order in which SUs are prioritized to relay PU data is independent of the energy harvested by each SU. We further show that the optimal resource allocation from the secondary network point of view is inconsiderate of the individual SU throughput, resulting in low fairness. 4) Fairness: To enhance fairness, we consider the following three resource allocation schemes: (i) equal time allocation (ETA), (ii) minimum throughput maximization (MTM), and (iii) proportional time allocation (PTA). Through simulation results, we compare STORA scheme with three aforementioned fairness enhancing schemes and reveal the trade-off between sum-throughput and fairness. The MTM scheme is the fairest; however, the secondary network achieves the least SU sum-throughput. On the other hand, the STORA scheme is the most unfair scheme, but achieves the highest SU sum-throughput.
B. Organization of the Paper
In Section II, we describe the system model and the cooperation protocol between primary and secondary networks under different system constraints. In Section III, we propose the STORA scheme and find the underlying principle behind the selection of SUs to relay PU data. Then, in Section IV, we study three fairness enhancing resource allocation schemes that consider different fairness criteria. Section V presents simulation results and compares the sum-throughput and fairness performance for all four resource allocation schemes against different system parameters. In Section VI, we discuss some possible variations to our proposed cooperation protocol. Finally, we make concluding remarks in Section VII.
Notation: Table I lists the notations used in the paper. Unless otherwise stated, transmit power of a user, energy, noise power, and throughput are given in Watts, Joules, Watts/Hz, and Nats/s/Hz, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the system model, where a primary pair consisting of a primary transmitter (PT) and a primary receiver (PR) coexists with N secondary users (SUs) that communicate with a hybrid access point (HAP). All nodes have a single antenna. The HAP has a stable and conventional energy supply, while SUs harvest energy from RF energy broadcast by HAP. At a time, an SU can receive either data or energy, but not both. Also, HAP cannot broadcast energy and receive data from SUs simultaneously. An i th SU is denoted by SU i , i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Let h p , h pi , h ip , h hi , and h ih denote channel power gains of PT-PR, PT-SU i , SU i -PR, HAP-SU i , and SU i -HAP, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND COOPERATION PROTOCOL
We focus on a scenario where PU fails to meet its target rate via direct link and thus seeks cooperation from the secondary network. 2 Under this cooperation, SUs use the energy harvested from HAP's RF broadcast to relay PU data to PR which augments PU direct link transmission. This improves the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at PR, which in turn enhances the primary rate. If PU meets its target rate through secondary cooperation, SUs may use the remaining duration of the time-slot to transmit their own data to HAP. The primary rate constraint requires SUs to (i) allot time to receive PU data and relay it which reduces the time for energy harvesting and spectrum access, (ii) consume energy to relay PU data which reduces the energy available for the spectrum access; both reducing SU sum-throughput. Thus, the primary rate constraint has a doubly negative effect on the SU sum-throughput.
Before we describe the cooperation protocol, we list below the assumptions considered in the protocol.
A1. The PR can coherently combine the data received from the primary direct link and the relaying links from SUs using maximal ratio combining (MRC) [22] [23] [24] , [26] , [27] , [29] , [30] , [35] . A2. An SU relays PU data to PR in a decode-and-forward manner [22] , [25] , [28] , [29] . A3. In the rewarded period, SUs transmit to HAP using time division multiple access (TDMA) due to its simplicity [2] , [13] , [15] , [23] , [29] . A4. All channels are independent and experience quasistatic fading, where the channel gains remain constant during one block of the transmission and change independently from one block to another. We assume the perfect knowledge of all channel power gains [21] , [26] , [27] , [29] , [30] , [35] , [36] . 3, 4 2 The other possible cooperation scenario is the one, where PU alone can meet its target rate, but can achieve an even better rate with secondary cooperation. 3 Due to cooperation between PU and SUs, we assume that the knowledge about channels corresponding to PU can be obtained from the PU itself [37] . For the purpose of exposition, we skip the details of the process of obtaining the knowledge about channels corresponding to PU. 4 The SU sum-throughput obtained with perfect channel state information (CSI) acts as an upper bound for the sum-throughput obtained in the case of imperfect CSI. The study of the effect of resource expenditure to acquire CSI is out of scope of this paper. A5. HAP can act as a central controller to facilitate the cooperation between primary and secondary networks. It also coordinates among users, selects SUs to relay PU data, and maintains synchronization among secondary nodes for relaying PU data and transmitting their own data. Considering that the SUs harvest energy, receive PU data, relay PU data, and access the channel, we propose a cooperation protocol that divides a fading block of duration T into four phases as depicted in Fig. 2 . The final phase of SUs' spectrum access is subdivided into multiple slots where SUs transmit to HAP using TDMA. The following subsection discusses this four-phase cooperation protocol between PU and SUs.
A. Cooperation Protocol 1) Phase One: HAP broadcasts deterministic RF signals with maximum power P e Watts, allowed by the peak power constraint, from which SUs harvest energy. Simultaneously, PT broadcasts data with power P p Watts. The SUs can use PT's transmission as a source of extra energy. Since HAP's energy signal does not carry any information, it can be made deterministic, and thus PR can be made aware of it before the start of the transmission [38] , [39] . In this way, PR can remove the interference caused by concurrent HAP's broadcast. Thus, in phase one, we can write PU's achievable throughput as
where N 0 is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power in Watts/Hz at PR. Also, denotes the SNR gap from the AWGN channel capacity due to practical modulation and coding schemes used [40] . Meanwhile, SU i harvests energy
where η is the energy conversion efficiency factor with 0 < η ≤ 1. The term P e h hi in (2) corresponds to the energy harvested from HAP's broadcast, while the term P p h pi corresponds to the energy harvested from PT's transmission. The SUs use the energy harvested in this phase to relay PU data and transmit their own data in phases three and four, respectively.
2) Phases Two and Three: Similar to the cooperation protocol in [22] , [25] , and [30] , to receive and relay PU data, the cooperation from SUs happens over two phases of equal duration, i.e., over phases two and three. In phase two of duration t 0 , PU broadcasts its residual data after the phase one transmission, which SUs attempt to decode. The SUs that could decode the complete PU data successfully form the decoding set S D . An SU i decodes the data successfully if no outage happens in phase two [41] , [42] , i.e., the rate on PT-SU i link is able to support the incoming data from PT. In this phase, the received SNR at PR due to primary direct link transmission is given by
. In phase three, if the decoding set S D is non-empty, then SUs chosen from it relay PU data. Before decoding the received signal, PR employs MRC. Thus, the resultant SNR at PR becomes the sum of SNRs over two channel uses, one on the primary direct link in phase two and the other on the secondary relaying link in phase three. Consequently, the achievable primary throughput with secondary cooperation becomes
where P ip is the power spent by SU i on its relaying link. The
in (3) corresponds to the SNR contribution from the relaying links of SUs that could decode PU data successfully. The power P ip = 0 for SU i ∈ S D that does not relay PU data as well as for SUs that could not decode PU data.
Given the transmissions on the primary direct link in phases one and two, and on the cooperative secondary relaying link in phase three, we can now write the overall primary throughput achieved under primary-secondary cooperation as
3) Phase Four: The final phase is the rewarded period to SUs of duration t a , where SUs may access the channel and transmit their own information to HAP in a TDMA fashion. Let t i denote the time allocated to SU i and t a = N i=1 t i . Then, the rate achieved by SU i is given by
where P ih is the power used by SU i to transmit its data.
B. System Constraints
We now define the system constraints that are common to four resource allocation schemes considered in Sections III and IV.
1) Primary Rate Constraint: The PU's achievable rate R p,c under cooperation must meet the target primary rateR p . That is,
In other words, the cooperation benefits PU ifR p T amount of its data is delivered to PR successfully through it. Using (4), we can write the primary rate constraint as
2) Decoding Constraint at SUs: In phase three, SUs that have decoded PU data in phase two can only participate in relaying. An SU i can decode PU data successfully, i.e., SU i ∈ S D if
where the term t 0 ln 1 +
is the amount of data from PT that PT-SU i link can support,R p T is the total amount of data PU wishes to send to PR, and R p,1 T = t e ln 1 +
denotes the amount of data that PT could send successfully to PR in phase one (see (1)). Thus, the right hand side term of (8) represents the residual data after PT's direct link transmission in phase one. Therefore, the decoding constraint (8) implies that, to satisfy the primary rate constraint given in (7), an SU should be able to decode the residual PU data after phase one successfully.
3) Energy Neutrality Constraint at SUs:
The amount of energy spent by SU i on the relaying and access links cannot exceed the amount of its harvested energy from HAP's energy broadcast and PT's transmission in phase one. That is,
where the terms P ip t 0 and P ih t i denote the energy spent by SU i on its relaying and access links, respectively.
4) Total Time Constraint:
The total time spent by SUs on energy harvesting in phase one of duration t e , PU data reception and decoding in phase two of duration t 0 , relaying PU data in phase three of duration t 0 , and accessing the channel for their own transmission in final phase of duration
Given the constraints in (7)- (10), our goal is to optimally allocate the time for each phase of the cooperation protocol, choose SUs for relaying, and divide the harvested energy at the relaying SUs between PU data relaying and own data transmission to HAP. 5 Hereafter, we assume T = 1 without loss of generality.
III. SUM-THROUGHPUT OPTIMAL RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In this section, our objective is to choose the optimal set of relaying SUs and find the optimal time and energy allocation for SUs that maximize the SU sum-throughput 6 given by
5 In this work, we do not include the delay due to decode and forward relaying and the time needed to reconfigure the transceiver. 6 An alternate objective could be weighted sum-throughput maximization.
Given the constraints discussed in Section II-B, we formulate the SU sum-throughput maximization problem as follows:
subject to (7), (8) , (9), (10) ,
where (12) is non-convex. Proof: The energy neutrality constraint (9) is nonconvex due to the product terms of optimization variables P ip t 0 and P ih t i . Also, only SUs that belong to the decoding set S D can relay PU data. But, the decoding constraint (8) shows that the optimization variables t 0 and t e decide which SUs can decode PU data successfully; thus, we do not know S D beforehand. Unknown S D and non-convexity of (9) make the problem (12) non-convex.
Claim 2: With the change of variables and for a fixed decoding set S D , the problem (12) reduces to a convex one. Proof: The product of optimization variables-power and time-makes the constraint (9) non-convex. Thus, we rewrite the power-time product as energy and normalize it by their respective ηh hi . 7 Regarding this, we denote
and
= θ i , and rewrite (9) as
which is now an affine constraint. Still, the unknown S D makes problem (12) non-convex. But, after fixing S D , we can reformulate (12) as an energy and time allocation problem as follows:
where
, and
As function
is also concave in terms of 7 Normalization is for notational simplicity.
Algorithm 1 Finding the Global Optimal Solution of (12)
Replace (14c) with (16 both x and y, for all x, y > 0. Since the sum of concave functions is concave, we can see that the objective is concave in nature. Also, the constraint (14b) is concave and the constraints (14c)-(14e) are affine. Thus, the problem (14) is convex.
Although the joint optimization problem in (12) is nonconvex, the problem structure is utilized to obtain a globally optimal solution. The following subsection describes the algorithm to achieve the globally optimal solution of (12).
A. Global Optimal Solution of (12)
Let us first sort h ps = [h p1 , . . . , h pN ] in the decreasing order. If SU i with the channel power gain h pi satisfies the decoding constraint (14c), SU j with h p j > h pi also satisfies (14c). Let h j ps denote the j th element of the sorted h ps . Now, we first assume that all SUs can successfully decode PU data, i.e., |S D | = N, where |S D | is the cardinality of set S D . Then, we can rewrite the decoding constraint in (14c) as
where Q 1 is given by (15) . We then solve the optimization problem (14) and obtain the corresponding objective value R 
and the corresponding S D is the optimal decoding set. The sorting of h ps has reduced the search for the optimal decoding set from 2 N − 1 (excluding null set) possibilities to N. This is because, we can ignore those choices of the decoding sets of SUs that contain an SU j with h p j > h pi that could not decode PU data, but SU i with h pi could decode PU data. Algorithm 1 summarizes the process of finding the global optimal solution of (12) . In terms of complexity, the bottleneck of Algorithm 1 is N times application of Algorithm 2 having complexity O(N) (See complexity calculation for Algorithm 2 in Section III-B.). Thus, Algorithm 1 has complexity O(N 2 ).
The following subsection presents an algorithm to find the optimal solution of (14) for a given S D . The constraint (14b) shows that the energy spent on the relaying link of SU i depends on the energy spent by other users SU j , j = i , on their relaying links. Also, the optimization variables (E sh , E sp ) depend on the optimization variables (t a , t 0 ) as seen from (14a) and (14b). Thus, the problem (14) is a convex problem with coupled variables and coupled constraints. This emphasizes the need for an iterative algorithm to compute the optimal solution efficiently. Though there are many standard algorithms to find the optimal solution of a convex optimization problem, given the coupled nature of problem (14) we use the following hierarchical decomposition based on block coordinate descent method [43, Ch. 1] . It allows us to break the problem (14) into two convex subproblems of decoupled nature.
B. Optimal Solution of (14) for a Given S D
For notational simplicity, let us denote the rate of SU i as R i (E ih , t i ), i.e., R i as a function of E ih and t i , and the rate of primary user as R p,c (E sp , t e , t 0 ), i.e., R p,c as a function of E sp , t e , and t 0 .
First, by fixing t e , we decompose the problem (14) into two subproblems: SP1−for solving energy allocation (E sh , E sp ) for a fixed (t a , t 0 ) and SP2−for solving time allocation (t a , t 0 ) for a fixed (E sh , E sp ). The subproblems are given as
SP2 : maximize
The subproblems are convex and they satisfy Slater's constraint qualification [43, Ch. 3] . Hence, the Karush-KuhnTucker (KKT) conditions are necessary and sufficient to find the optimal solution. The subproblems SP1 and SP2 form Level 1 of the iterative algorithm, and at Level 2, we solve the master problem to compute t e , which is also convex. The levels 1 and 2 are executed recursively until the optimization variables (E sh , E sp , t 0 , t a ) converge to a predetermined accuracy [44] , resulting in the optimal solution.
Level 1:
where λ and μ = [μ 1 , . . . , μ N ] denote the dual variables associated with the constraints (14b) and (14d), respectively. The dual problem of SP1 is given by
which is solved as follows. First, using KKT stationarity conditions, we solve the primal variable E ip along with E ih keeping (E j p , t 0 , t a ) and (λ, μ) fixed. Second, we compute the dual variable μ i using bisection method. 8 We then repeat this two step process until (E ih , E ip ) converge. In this manner, the dual problem (21) is solved for every SU i (i ∈ {1, . . . , N}). Now, by associating dual variables κ and ν with constraints (14c) and (14e), respectively, we write the Lagrangian L 2 of time allocation problem SP2 as
where Q 1 is given by (15) and
The corresponding dual problem is given by
For fixed (E sh , E sp ) and (λ, κ, ν), the primal variables (t 0 , t a ) can be found using KKT stationarity conditions. The dual variables that minimize max t 0 ,t a L 2 are found using their gradients
given by (27) where
, which is the Lagrangian of the problem (14) for given t e and S D . Since G(t e ) is non-differentiable at t l e , we compute t l e using its subgradient given by
The analytical expressions of optimization variables obtained through KKT conditions are presented in Proposition 1 as follows. Proposition 1: The optimal solution for the optimization problem (14) is given by
8 Since the constraint (14b) is present in both SP1 and SP2, the associated dual variable λ is solved at Level 2.
Algorithm 2 Optimal Solution of (14) for a Given S D 1. Initialize primal variables E sp , t a , t 0 , t e > 0, and dual variables λ, κ, ν > 0 2. Set μ min , μ max > 0, = 10 −5 , step size α > 0, and 
where [x] + = max(x, 0) and W (·) is the Lambert W function [45] . Proof: See Appendix A. Algorithm 2 summarizes the above iterative procedure. We now calculate the complexity of Algorithm 2. The "while loop" that uses bisection method runs for N times, thus having complexity O(N) as μ min , μ max , and are constant. The other bottleneck in the loop corresponding to l is the computation of t i and t 0 having complexity O(N) (step 4.d.). Since steps 4−7 are repeated for l times, the overall complexity of steps 4 −7 is O(l N). Fig. 3 shows the impact of average number of iterations l till convergence on the algorithm for the given simulation parameters considered in Section V, where the number of iterations used till convergence remains almost the same with increase in N, and thus has complexity O(1). Finally, O(N) operations are done at step 8. Thus, Algorithm 2 Proposition 2: The optimal solution (E * sh , E * sp , t * ) satisfies the constraints (14b), (14d), and (14e) with equality.
Proof: Assume that the constraints (14b) and (14d) are satisfied with strict inequality. For (14b), we can decrease E ip on the relaying link without violating the primary rate constraint and increase E ih on the secondary access link to HAP. This increases SU sum-throughput, which contradicts with our assumption of optimality. Similarly, for (14d), we can always increase E ih without violating the constraint, resulting in higher sum-throughput, contradicting our assumption. Now, let us assume (14e) is satisfied with inequality. Then, we can increase t i improving SU sum-throughput, contradicting with our assumption.
C. SU Selection for Relaying
We now use structural properties of the optimal solution to find the underlying SU selection to relay PU data. We proceed in this direction by first proving the following lemma, which will be used in the proof of Proposition 3.
Lemma 1: For SU i and SU j transmitting in the rewarded period, we have
with i = j. Proof: Rearranging terms of (33), we obtain
Since the term exp W −1 ν * +1 + ν * + 1 − 1 is same for all SUs who access the spectrum, we have
where C is a constant. For STORA scheme, the following proposition states the underlying SU selection to relay PU data and the energy allocation at the relaying SUs.
Proposition 3: 1) The SUs are prioritized to relay primary data in the increasing order of ratio
2) The optimal energy allocated on the relaying link E * ip is fractional for at most one SU.
Proof: 1) SUs that relay PU data have to allocate their harvested energy between relaying and transmitting their own data. The energy allocation subproblem SP1 of the problem (14) given by (18) aims to maximize the objective (14a) under the primary rate constraint (14b) and the energy neutrality constraint (14d). Under the optimal condition, since the constraints (14b) and (14d) are met with equality (see Proposition 2), we can write them as
respectively. Without altering the solution, we can make γ ip in (35) equal to a constant K and scale corresponding γ ih , E ih , and E ip accordingly. Then, the energy allocation subproblem SP1 can be reformulated as
Using (37a), the SU sum-throughput can be rewritten as
Using Lemma 1, we have
C , where C is a constant. Thus, we can write (38) as
To exploit the structural properties of the optimization problem (37) with its objective (37a) replaced by (39), we write it in the form of a generic resource allocation problem as follows:
We split the resource allocation problem in (40) into three cases to obtain its optimal solution. Without loss of generality, let us assume that w 1 > w 2 > . . . > w N . We denote r = min(r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N ) .
Case 1: Let s < r . Consider following two possible strategies: 
Thus, allocating the resource s fully on Q link of SU N with the lowest weight w N , i.e., when q N = s, maximizes the objective. Now, under strategy 2, we can write the objective as
Since (42) . Thus, strategy 1 outperforms strategy 2 and allocating complete resource s to SU with the lowest weight yields the optimal solution, i.e., q * N = s and q * i = 0 if i = N. From (40b), we then have p * N = r N − s and p * i = r i if i = N. 9 Case 2: Let r < s ≤ r N . Under strategy 1, for SU i with r i < s, we cannot allocate complete resource s as it makes p i < 0. Similar argument applies for strategy 2 and when r i < a i s. Then, excluding such users and following the same proof for Case 1, we can show that the objective is maximized if user N with the lowest weight is allocated the resource s fully. Therefore, p * i and q * i are the same as those for Case 1. Case 3: Let s > r N . In this case, the Q link of SU N can accommodate at the most r N out of the resource s. This implies that we have to allocate the resource s over Q links of more than one user. Following the proof given for Case 1, we can show that q * N = r N and p * N = 0. Now, the problem (40) reduces to finding p and q of dimension N − 1, i.e., with N − 1 users. In this modified optimization problem, s in ( 9 If w i = w j = min w with i = j, then we can randomly allocate resource s completely to either SU i or SU j . and later upto (N − (N − 1) ) recursively. Combining the solution of each recursive step together, we can finally write the optimal solution to the problem (40) as
and
which also comprises the optimal solutions for cases 1 and 2. The optimal solution of (40) given in (43) and (44) along with its derivation shows that the objective (40a) is maximized when the resources q i on Q links of SUs are allocated in the increasing order of the weights w i on their corresponding P links. Since the subproblem (37) is identical to (40) , the SU sum-throughput given by (39) under the constraints (37b)-(37d) is maximized when the SU with the lowest
is same for all SUs), is prioritized to relay PU data and then the SU with the next lowest
. This completes the proof of the first part of Proposition 3.
2) If the cooperation from SU with the lowest
to relay PU data cannot meet the primary rate constraint even after it has spent its complete harvested energy on the relaying link, then only the SU with the next lowest
is considered to relay PU data, and so on. Thus, at most one SU will spend a fraction of its harvested energy on the relaying link, while other relaying SUs spend their complete harvested energy to relay PU data.
The following remark highlights the unfairness created among SUs by the STORA scheme.
Remark 1: Relaying SUs that spend their complete harvested energy in relaying achieve zero throughput. On the contrary, SUs that do not relay PU data gain spectrum access and use their complete harvested energy to achieve nonzero individual throughput. Thus, the STORA scheme creates unfairness among SUs in terms of individual throughput.
IV. FAIRNESS ENHANCING RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In this section, we examine three fairness enhancing schemes: (i) equal time allocation (ETA), (ii) minimum throughput maximization (MTM), and (iii) proportional time allocation (PTA).
A. Equal Time Allocation (ETA)
The goal is to maximize the SU sum-throughput under the condition of allocating all SUs equal time to access the channel, i.e., t 1 = t 2 = . . . = t N = t eq . Unlike STORA scheme, the condition of equal time to each SU ensures that all SUs get an opportunity to access the channel. For a fixed decoding set S D , the problem of SU sum-throughput maximization with equal time allocation is formulated 
The problem in (45) is a convex optimization problem and Proposition 2 also holds true for (45) . The STORA and ETA problems differ only in their allocation of the access time. Thus, we can use the same approach as that of STORA scheme to solve (45) with the optimal t eq given in the following proposition. Proposition 4: The optimal spectrum access time t * eq of an SU is the solution of the equation
Proof: See Appendix B.
As (46) shows, we cannot obtain the closed-form expression for t * eq . But, we can find t * eq numerically using bisection method. Interestingly, an asymptotic solution in closed-form exists when HAP experiences high received SNR conditions, i.e., when
In this case, (46) can be written as
which yields
Rearranging terms, we get
Thus, (48) shows that, under high SNR conditions, the time allocated for spectrum access to an SU is proportional to the geometric mean of the received energies at HAP. Substituting (48) in (47), the objective of (45), i.e., SU sumthroughout, can be written as
where C 2 = 1 exp(ν * ) . Thus, even if a single SU is allocated zero energy on the link to HAP, the objective (49) becomes zero. Therefore, each SU attains zero throughput. This implies that no SU should spend full amount of harvested energy relaying PU data in order to achieve non-zero SU sum-throughput.
Let us now consider the case where SUs experience bad channel conditions to HAP, i.e., a low SNR scenario. Using the approximation ln(1 + x) ≈ x for x 1, the objective in (45) becomes
γ ih E ih . Then, using optimality conditions given in Proposition 2, the energy allocation subproblem is written as
γ ih E ih subject to (35) , (36) 
which is equivalent to the problem in (40) . Then, the energy allocation in ETA scheme in low SNR regime is same as the energy allocation in STORA scheme, i.e., SUs are prioritized to relay PU data in the increasing order of the ratio
, and at most one SU spends fractional energy on the relaying link. This implies that an SU might not have residual energy for spectrum access, despite being allocated time for it. Thus, in low SNR regime, even though the relay and energy allocation is same as that of STORA scheme, the unused time due to the lack of energy causes lower sum-throughput in ETA scheme compared to STORA scheme. Since the problem in (45) has the same structure as the problem (14) for STORA scheme, we can use Algorithms 1 and 2 to compute the optimal solution of (45), which has the same complexity as STORA scheme, i.e., O(N 2 ).
B. Minimum Throughput Maximization (MTM)
The aim is to guarantee minimum throughput to each SU and yet maximize the SU sum-throughput. For a fixed S D , the throughput maximization problem for MTM scheme is given by
Since the term t i ln 1 +
in (51a) monotonically increases with t i and E ih , (51a) implies that the maximum R min is obtained when rates of all SUs are equal. Thus, unless R min = 0, all SUs get a chance to transmit on the direct link to HAP and no SU spends full amount of harvested energy on the relaying link. The SUs that have not decoded PU data successfully can access the spectrum, and thus Proposition 2 holds true. The problem (51) is convex and Slater's condition [43, Ch. 3] holds true. Thus, the analytical expressions of the optimization variables can be obtained using KKT conditions. Similar to the STORA problem, for a fixed S D , this problem can be divided into two levels, one for solving the energy allocation and time allocation on secondary links and other for solving t e and R min as a master primal problem. The Lagrangian dual of the energy allocation subproblem for a fixed (R min , t e ) is given by
where ρ i is the dual variable associated with the secondary rate constraint (51a) and dual of the time allocation subproblem is
The dual variables (λ, κ, ν) can be computed using their gradients given by (24)- (26), while the dual variable μ is obtained using bisection method. The dual variable ρ = [ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ N ] minimizing the dual function (53) can be found using its gradient given by
The master primal problem in charge of updating t e and R min can be solved using subgradient based methods like ellipsoid method [43, Ch. 1] with their subgradients given by (28) and
The Levels 1 and 2 are executed in a similar fashion as that of Algorithm 2 with additional dual update using g ρ in Level 1 and primal update using g R min in Level 2. The decoding set that maximizes the sum-throughput can be found using the strategy presented in Section III-A and Algorithm 1.
The following proposition provides the analytical expressions corresponding to the optimal solution.
Proposition 5: The optimal energy and time allocation for the MTM scheme is given by
Proof: See Appendix C. Complexity of MTM Scheme: Algorithm 2 for MTM scheme needs to update N + 3 dual variables. Updating these variables using the interior point method has complexity O(N 3 ) [43, Ch. 4] , which dominates the complexity of Algorithm 2 for MTM scheme. Including the complexity of Algorithm 1, the complexity to calculate the optimal solution for MTM scheme is O(N 4 ).
C. Proportional Time Allocation (PTA)
Recall that the cooperation between PU and SUs improves the received primary SNR and reduces the PU transmission time for a target primary rate. This, in turn, creates an opportunity for SUs to transmit their own data to HAP. Thus, to divide the reward-generated access time among SUs, one of the plausible criteria is to allocate the access time to an SU proportional to its contribution in the received primary SNR. Then, in this case, to obtain an opportunity to access the spectrum, an SU has to relay PU data. Now, to relay PU data, the SU should decode PU data successfully. Based on this decode-relay-then-access condition, the optimization problem for the PTA scheme is formulated for a fixed S D as maximize
where (54b) is the proportional time allocation constraint. Let us define the ratio
where ζ is a positive constant whose optimal value is unknown. Equation (55) implies t i = ζ γ ip E ip and
nevertheless, the former includes the latter. Therefore, the constraint (54b) can be replaced by
Observe that the product of optimization variables ζ and E ip , for all i , in (56) makes the problem (54) non-convex. However, for a given ζ , the constraint (56) is affine. The other constraints which are independent of ζ are either concave or affine as shown for STORA, ETA, and MTM schemes. Therefore, for a given ζ , the problem (54) is a convex optimization problem. The optimal decoding set S D can be obtained using the strategy proposed in Section III-A and Algorithm 1. Using (56), for a fixed (S D , ζ, t e ), the energy allocation and time allocation subproblems are given by
subject to (14b), (14c),
respectively. The time allocation subproblem SP4 reduces to a feasibility problem to solve for t 0 than solving both (t a , t 0 ), and the master problem is responsible for updating t e as that of the STORA scheme. For a given ζ , the subproblems SP3 and SP4, and the master problem are solved iteratively in a similar manner as that of in Algorithm 2. Since strong duality holds for a fixed ζ , the optimization variables can be found using KKT conditions as presented in Proposition 6.
To gain insights on the effect of ζ on the SU sum-throughput, we obtain the Lagrangian of the problem (54)
The Hessian of L 4 with respect to ζ is
This implies that L 4 is a concave function of ζ . Then, the optimal value of ζ can be found using one dimensional search methods like golden section search [43, Appendix C] over ζ ≥ 0. We give the analytical expressions corresponding to the optimal solution in the following proposition.
Proposition 6: The optimal solution of the proportional time allocation (PTA) scheme is
where E * i is the solution of
Proof: See Appendix D. Complexity of PTA Scheme: In PTA scheme, we have additional golden section search for the variable ζ , which has complexity O( 1 ) for the -accurate solution. Since is constant (10 −5 in our case), the complexity of PTA scheme is same as that of STORA scheme, i.e, O(N 2 ).
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We present simulation results to evaluate the performance of the proposed WP-CCRN scenario for the four resource allocation schemes, namely, STORA, ETA, MTM, and PTA schemes, against different system parameters. We also discuss the fairness achieved by each of the schemes.
The instantaneous channel power gain of the link between user i and j is denoted as h i j d −β i j , where h i j is the instantaneous Rayleigh channel power gain with unit mean, d i j is the distance between users i and j , and β is the path-loss exponent which is assumed to be 3. We use P p = 20 dBm, η = 0.5, N 0 = −70 dBm/Hz, and = 8.8 dB (for uncoded (Fig. 4)   Fig. 4 compares the performance of the STORA scheme with that of the best SU selection (BSS) [29] , the random single SU selection (RSS-S), and the random multiple SUs selection (RSS-M). The BSS allocates resources such that the SU sum-throughput is maximized with one SU relaying PU data; while in RSS-S, a random SU is chosen to relay PU data. In RSS-M, first a single SU is chosen randomly to relay PU data; if the cooperation from that chosen SU fails to meet the target primary rate, the second SU is chosen randomly for relaying, and so on. Fig. 4(a) shows the effect of the target primary rateR p on SU sum-throughput. In BSS scheme, a single SU may not be able to supportR p due to insufficient harvested energy, failing to forge the cooperation (see Fig. 4(b) ). This reduces the probability of cooperation and decreases the SU sum-throughput. The probability of cooperation is obtained as the ratio of number of channel realizations that result in successful cooperation between PU and SUs to the total number of channel realizations considered in simulations. In RSS-S scheme, the random selection of a single SU may not be able to meetR p , which reduces the chances of cooperation. As Fig. 4(b) shows, RSS-M achieves the same probability of cooperation as that of STORA due to the selection of multiple SUs for relaying. But, since RSS-M chooses relaying SUs randomly, it fails to exploit the resources efficiently, resulting in the reduced SU sum-throughput. In Fig. 4(b) , the probability of cooperation less than one indicates that the primary rate constraint given by (6) may not be satisfied through secondary cooperation in each fading state. (Fig. 5) AsR p increases, the relaying SUs spend more time to relay PU data (see Fig. 5(b) ) which reduces SUs' spectrum access time (see Fig. 5(c) ), deteriorating the SU sum-throughput. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , the STORA scheme achieves the highest SU sum-throughput as it allocates resources efficiently. The ETA scheme allocates all SUs equal time for the spectrum access irrespective of their harvested energy, the residual energy left with them after relaying, and the channel gains. As Fig. 5(a) shows, MTM scheme's efforts to uplift SUs with unfavourable conditions to the level of SUs with favourable conditions expend the resources the least efficiently and achieve the lowest SU sum-throughput. In PTA scheme, the decode-relay-then-access constraint, as Fig. 5(b) shows, forces SUs to spend the highest time in decoding and relaying as SUs with bad links to PT consume additional time to decode PU data successfully, reducing SU sum-throughput compared to STORA scheme. (Fig. 6) The increase in number of SUs N increases the user diversity as well as the possibility of having more users with higher harvested energy and good channel gains to HAP. This increases the number of SUs available to relay PU data, and time and energy available for the spectrum access. This improves SU sum-throughput. Fig. 6(b) shows the fairness achieved by each of the resource allocation schemes through Jain's fairness index FI [46] where x i is the throughput of i th SU. Higher the fairness index, fairer is the scheme. Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) together highlight the trade-off between SU sum-throughput and fairness. That is, STORA scheme achieves the highest sum-throughput, but is the least fairness inducing scheme; while MTM scheme is the fairest scheme as all SUs achieve the same throughput, but achieves the lowest sum-throughput as the resource allocation becomes inefficient from network's point of view. In ETA, though assigning equal time to each SU results in some fairness, it does not maximize the SU sum-throughput. In PTA, the contribution of an SU on the relaying link decides its time-share in the spectrum access. Though this provides better fairness compared to STORA, PTA scheme loses to STORA scheme in terms of the SU sum-throughput due to decode-relay-then-access constraint. (Fig. 7 ) Fig. 7(a) depicts the effect of HAP's transmit power P e on SU sum-throughput. As P e increases, SUs harvest more energy from HAP's energy broadcast, which in turn increases the energy available for SUs' own transmissions for a givenR p . This improves SU sum-throughput. Fig. 7(b) shows that the trend of fairness achieved by each of the four resource allocation schemes remains the same as that shown in Fig. 6(b) . (Fig. 8) We consider that SUs are located randomly within a circle of radius R meters around HAP, where the channels suffer from only path-loss attenuation. Fig. 8 shows that the increase in R is unfavourable to the SU sum-throughput. The increase in R increases the possibility that SUs are located farther from the HAP, which has doubly negative effect on SU sumthroughput. First, the harvested energy by SUs reduces due to path-loss, which ultimately reduces the energy available for relaying and SUs' own transmissions. As a result, the SU sumthroughput deteriorates. Second, in the rewarded time, SUs have to transmit data to HAP over longer distances, which causes the fall in the received SNR at HAP. This further declines SU sum-throughput.
A. Performance Comparison of SU Selection Schemes

B. Effect of Primary Rate Constraint
C. Effect of Number of Secondary Users
given by FI = N i=1 x i 2 N N i=1 x 2 i ,
D. Effect of HAP's Transmit Power
E. Effect of SUs' Location Radius Around HAP
VI. POSSIBLE VARIATIONS TO THE COOPERATION PROTOCOL AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS A. Possible Variations to the Cooperation Protocol
We now briefly discuss some possible variations to our proposed cooperation protocol given in Section II-A. 1) In phase three, HAP may restart its energy broadcast and SUs that do not relay PU data harvest energy from it. But, the optimization problem, in this case, becomes quite involved. This is because, as we have shown in Section III, the selection of relaying SUs, i.e., indirectly which SUs will harvest energy in phase three, depends on the decoding set, which in turn, depends on optimization variables t 0 and t e . Thus, the decoding set is unknown beforehand. On the other hand, the energy harvested in phase three will also affect the optimization variables t 0 and t e , which further impacts the decoding set and thus the relaying SU selection. 2) Instead of decode-and-forward relaying, SUs can use another popular relying protocol called amplify-andforward (AF) relaying. In AF relaying, SUs amplify the received data from PT and forward them to PR. Thus, SUs do not require to decode PU data in order to participate in relaying. Under this setup, SUs need not meet the decoding constraint given by (8) as it is no longer applicable to AF relaying.
B. Future Directions
We now discuss some interesting future directions that are worth investigating. 1) Imperfect CSI and synchronization: The analysis in this paper is based on the assumption of perfect CSI and synchronization among all users. To characterize the effect of the uncertainty due to imperfect CSI and synchronization, we need robust problem formulation, which is an interesting future direction. Also, the effect of energy expenditure in CSI acquisition needs attention in energy harvesting systems. 2) Energy efficiency: In our work, we have two energy sources for SUs: i) HAP's energy broadcast, ii) PU transmissions. HAP's broadcast improves the harvested energy significantly, in turn enhancing QoS. But, this consumes extra energy from the grid, reducing energy efficiency (EE) compared to the case of harvesting energy from PU transmissions only. This opens up an interesting future direction to study the trade-off between QoS and EE.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The integration of a wireless powered communication network with a cooperative cognitive radio network allows us to reap the advantages of the both together. Given the primary rate constraint, STORA scheme jointly performs the relay selection and energy and time allocation for SUs. But, STORA scheme creates unfairness among SUs as some SUs may get zero individual throughput. Other investigated resource allocation schemes like ETA, MTM, and PTA enhance fairness, but achieve lower secondary sum-throughput compared to STORA scheme due to the throughput-fairness trade-off. By allowing SUs to obtain equal throughput under all conditions, MTM scheme becomes the fairest scheme among the four schemes, but sacrifices the most on sum-throughput. Though the decoderelay-then-access constraint puts PTA scheme behind STORA scheme in terms of the SU sum-throughput, PTA still seems to be a good compromise between the sum-throughput and fairness. The STORA scheme provides a mechanism to tradeoff fairness with overall throughput. In fact, STORA scheme generalizes the existing algorithms, because the optimal algorithm proposed for STORA can be modified to accommodate different fairness constraints considered in the paper.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
The optimal primal and dual variables must satisfy the KKT stationarity conditions. Taking derivatives of L 1 with respect to (E ih , E ip ) and L 2 with respect to (t 0 , t i ), we obtain
λγ ip We learn from Proposition 2 that the primary rate constraint (14b), energy neutrality constraint (14d), and total time constraint (14e) must be satisfied with equality. Therefore, we infer from (62a)-(62d) that (λ, μ, ν) > 0 and κ ≥ 0.
On rearranging the equations (61a)-(61d) and using (62d), we write the optimal solution for the STORA problem as given in Proposition 1.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
The Lagrangian L 3 of the time allocation subproblem of ETA is given by 
APPENDIX C PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5
The energy and time allocation on the access link that maximize (52) and (53) are found using KKT stationarity conditions. On differentiating (52) and (53) with respect to E ih and t i , we obtain 
The KKT stationarity conditions with respect to E ip and t 0 are same as that of STORA as given in (61b) and (61c). The primal variable t e is obtained using KKT complementary slackness condition (62d) and R min is found using the iterative algorithm discussed in Section IV-B. On rearranging (65) and (66), we obtain the results in Proposition 5.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6
The Lagrangian L 5 of the energy allocation subproblem for the PTA scheme is
The first order stationarity condition of L 5 with respect to E ih and E ip are given by
with z * i = 
